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Abstract: This paper is the third in a sequel to develop a super-analogue of
the classical Selberg trace formula, the Selberg supertrace formula. It deals with
bordered super Riemann surfaces. The theory of bordered super Riemann surfaces is
outlined, and the corresponding Selberg supertrace formula is developed. The analytic
properties of the Selberg super zeta-functions on bordered super Riemann surfaces
are discussed, and super-determinants of Dirac-Laplace operators on bordered super
Riemann surfaces are calculated in terms of Selberg super zeta-functions.

I. Introduction

It took a long time before physicists acknowledged the true value of the Selberg
trace formula as introduced by A. Selberg in his famous paper [62]. The original
attempt of Selberg to formulate his trace formula was based on number theoretical
considerations, and in fact there is a close relationship between the areas of analytic
number theory, eigenvalues of Laplacians on Riemann surfaces and the Selberg trace
formula (see e.g. [36, 63]). In particular Selberg was interested to study the analytic
properties of a function closely related to the trace formula, the Selberg zeta-function.

Physicists, however, have other objectives: they want to learn something about the
spectrum of a model, or they want to calculate determinants, say. The latter approach
to the use of the Selberg trace formula appears in quantum field theory on Riemann
surfaces, i.e. in the Polyakov approach [20-23, 55, 56] to (bosonic-, fermionic- and
super-) string theory. In the perturbation expansion of the Polyakov path integral one
is left with a summation over all topologies of world sheets a string can sweep out,
and an integral over the moduli space of Riemann surfaces. This picture is true for
bosonic strings (BS) as well as for fermionic strings (FS). The partition function
turns out to be for open as well as closed bosonic strings corresponding to a topology
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